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PROOFS AND REFUTATIONS (IV) *
I. LAKATOS

6 7.

The Problem of Content Revisited.
(a) The naivet6 of the naive conjecture.
(b) Induction as the basis of the method of proofs and refutations.
(c) Deductive guessing versus naive guessing.
(d) Increasingcontent by deductive guessing.
(e) Logical versus heuristic counterexamples.

g 8. Concept-formation.
(a) Refutation by concept-stretching. A reappraisalof monsterbarring-and of the concepts of error and refutation.
(b) Proof-generated versus naive concepts. Theoretical versus
naive classification.
(c) Logical and heuristicrefutationsrevisited.
(d) Theoreticalversusnaive concept-stretching. Continuousversus
critical growth.

?9.

How Criticism may turn MathematicalTruth into Logical Truth.
(a) Unlimited concept-stretchingdestroys meaning and truth.
(b) Mitigated concept-stretchingmay turn mathematicaltruth into
logical truth.

7 The Problemof ContentRevisited
(a) The naivete'of the naiveconjecture
ZETA: I agreewith Omega in deploringthe fact that monster-

all strove for
and lemma-incorporators
barrers,exceptionbarrers
certaintruthat the expenseof content. But his Rule4,1demanding
deeperproofs of the same naive conjecture,is not enough. Why
shouldoursearchfor contentbe delimitedby the firstnaiveconjecture
we stumbleupon? Why shouldtheaimof ourenquirybe the'domain
'?
of the naiveconjecture
OMEGA:I don'tfollow you. Surelyourproblemwasto discover
the domainof truthof V-E+F = 2?
* PartsI, II andIII
in the precedingnumbers.
appeared
1 See PartIII,p. 237
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Our problem was to find out the relation
between V, E and F for any polyhedron whatsoever. It was a sheer
accidentthat we first got familiarwith polyhedrafor which V-E+ F
= 2. But a critical inquiry into these 'Eulerian' polyhedra showed
us that there are many more non-Eulerianthan Eulerianpolyhedra.
Why not look for the domain of V-E+ F = - 6, V-E+ F = 28 or
V--E+ F = o? Aren't they equally interesting?
SIGMA:You are right. We paid so much attention to V-E+ F
2
= only becausewe originally thought it was true. Now we know
it is not-we have to find a new, deepernaiveconjecture. . .
ZETA: . . . that will be less naive. . .
SIGMA: . . . that will be a relation between V, E, and F for any
polyhedron.
OMEGA: Why rush? Let us first solve the more modest problem
that we set out to solve: to explainwhy some polyhedraareEulerian.
Until now we have arrivedonly at partialexplanations. For instance, none of the proofs found has
explained why a picture-frame with ringshaped
faces both in the front and in the back is Eulerian
(Fig. 16). It has 16 vertices,24 edges and 8 faces....
THETA: It is certainly not a Cauchy-polyFIG. 16
hedron: it has a tunnel, it has ringshapedfaces.....
BETA: And yet Eulerian! How irrational! Is a polyhedron
guilty of a single fault-a tunnel without ringshapedfaces (Fig. 9)-to
be cast out among the goats, yet one which offendsin twice as many
ways-having also ringshaped faces (Fig. 16)-admitted to the
sheep?'
OMEGA:You see, Zeta, we have enough puzzles about Eulerian
polyhedra. Let us solve them before we go on to a more general
problem.
ZETA: No, Omega. 'More questions may be easier to answer
than just one question. A new more ambitious problem may be
easierto handlethan the originalproblem.'2 Indeed,I shallshow you
that your narrow, accidentalproblem can only be solved by solving
the wider, essentialproblem.
OMEGA:But I want to discover the secret of Eulerianness!
ZETA: It was not!

1 The
problem was noticed by Lhuilier([1812-13], p. 189) and, independently,by
Hessel [1832]. In Hessel'spaper the figures of the two picture-framesappearnext to
each other. Also cf. p. 309 footnote I.
2
P6lya calls this the 'inventor's paradox' ([1945], p. Iio).

x
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ZETA:I understand
yourresistance.You havefallenin love with
the problemof findingout whereGod drewthe firmamentdividing
Eulerianfrom non-Eulerianpolyhedra. But there is no reasonto
believethat the term 'Eulerian' occurredin God'sblueprintof the
universeat all. Whatif Eulerianness
is merelyan accidentalproperty
of some polyhedra? In this caseit would be uninteresting
or even
find
to
out
random
of
the
the
demarcation
line
impossible
zigzags
betweenEulerianand non-Eulerianpolyhedra. Such an admission
howeverwouldleaverationalism
is thennot
unsullied,forEulerianness
partof the rationaldesignof the universe. So let us forgetaboutit.
One of the mainpointsaboutcriticalrationalism
is thatone is always
in
to
abandon
one's
prepared
originalproblem the course of the
solutionandreplaceit by anotherone.
as the basisof themethod
of proofsandrefutations
(b) Induction
SIGMA:Zetais right. Whata disaster!
ZETA:Disaster?
SIGMA:Yes. You now wanta new 'naive conjecture' aboutthe
relationbetweenV, E andF, for anypolyhedron,don'tyou? Impossible! Look at the vastcrowdof counterexamples.Polyhedrawith
cavities,polyhedrawith ringshapedfaces, with tunnels,joined togetherat edges,vertices. .. V-E+ F cantakeanyvaluewhatsoever!
You cannotpossiblyrecogniseany orderin this chaos! We have
left the firm groundof Eulerianpolyhedrafor a swamp! We have
irretrievablylost a naive conjectureand have no hope of getting
anotherone!
ZETA:But . . .
BETA: Why not? Rememberthe seeminglyhopelesschaos in
our tableof the numbersof vertices,edgesandfacesevenof the most
ordinaryconvexpolyhedra:
Polyhedron

I cube
II triangularprism
III pentagonalprism
IV squarepyramid
V triangularpyramid
VI pentagonalpyramid
VII octahedron
VIII' tower'

IX ' truncatedcube'

F

V

E

6
5
7
5
4
6
8
9

8
6
Io
5
4
6
6
9

12

Io
12
16

7

10

15

9
15
8
6
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We failed so many times to fit them into a formula." But
then suddenly the real regularity governing them struck us:
V--E+F= 2.
KAPPA[aside]: 'Real regularity'? Funny expressionfor an utter
falsehood.
BETA:All that we have to do now is to complete our table with
the data for non-Eulerian polyhedra and look for a new formula:
with patient, diligent observation,and some luck, we shall hit on the
right one; then we can improve it again by applying the method of
proofs and refutations!
ZETA: Patient, diligent observation? Trying one formula after
the other? Perhapsyou will devise a guessing machine that produces
random formulasand tests them againstyour table? Is this your idea
of how science progresses?
BETA:I don't understandyour scorn. Surely you agree that our
first knowledge, our naive conjectures,can only come from diligent
observationand suddeninsight, however much our criticalmethod of
'proofs and refutations' takes over once we havefound a naive conjecture? Any deductive method has to start from an inductive
basis!
SIGMA:Your inductive method will never succeed. We only
arrived at V--E+ F= 2 because there happened to be no pictureframe or urchin in our original tables. Now that this historical
accident
...
KAPPA
[aside]: . . .or God's benevolent guidance..
SIGMA:. . . is no more, you will never 'induce' order from
chaos. We started with long observation and lucky insight-and
failed. Now you propose to start again with longer observationand
luckier insight. Even if we did arrive at a new naive conjecture
-which I doubt-we shall only end up in the same mess.
BETA:Perhapswe should give up researchaltogether? We have
to startagain-first with a new naive conjectureand then going again
through the method of proofs and refutations.
ZETA: No, Beta. I agree with Sigma-therefore I shall not start
again with a new naive conjecture.
BETA:Then where do you want to startif not with an inductive
low-level generalisation as a naive conjecture? Or have you an
alternativemethod for starting?
See footnote 3, p. 303. The table has been borrowed from
P61lya[1954I, Vol.
I, p. 36.
1
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(c)Deductive
guessingversusnaiveguessing
ZETA:Start? Why shouldI start? My mindis not emptywhenI
discover(or invent)a problem.
TEACHER:
Do not teaseBeta. Here is the problem: 'Is therea
between
thenumber
relation
ofvertices,
edgesandfacesofpolyhedra
analogous
between
thenumber
andedgesof polygons,
to thetrivialrelation
of vertices
namelythatV = E?' How wouldyouset aboutit?
ZETA:First,I haveno governmentgrantsto conductan extensive
survey of polyhedra,no army of researchassistantscounting the
numbersof theirvertices,edgesandfacesand compilingtablesfrom
the data. But even if I had,I shouldhaveno patience-or interestin tryingone formulaafterthe otherto testwhetherit fits.
BETA: Whatthen? Will you lie down on yourcouch,shutyour
eyesandforgetaboutthe data?
ZETA: Exactly. I needan ideato startwith, but no datawhatsoever.
BETA: And wheredo you get yourideafrom?
ZETA: It is alreadytherein our mindswhen we formulatethe
problem:in fact,it is in the very formulationof the problem.
BETA: Whatidea?

Thatfora polygonV= E.
BETA:So what?
ZETA:

ZETA: A problemnever comes out of the blue. It is always
relatedto our backgroundknowledge. We know thatfor polygons
V = E. Now a polygon is a systemof polygonsconsistingof one
singlepolygon. A polyhedronis a systemof polygonsconsistingof
more than a singlepolygon. But for polyhedraV # E. At what
pointdidtherelationV = E breakdownin thetransitionfrommonopolygonalsystemsto polypolygonalsystems? Insteadof collecting
dataI tracehow theproblemgrewout of ourbackground
knowledge;
the
or, whichwastheexpectationwhoserefutation
presented problem?
SIGMA: Right. Let us follow your recommendation.For any
polygonE- V = o (Fig.17a). Whathappensif I fit anotherpolygon
in the sameplane)? The additionalpolygonhas
to it (notnecessarily
n1edgesandn1vertices;now by fittingit to the originalone alonga
chainof n1'edgesandn1'+I verticeswe shallincreasethe numberof
edgesby n1-n1' and the numberof verticesby n1- (nl'+ I); thatis,
in thenew 2-polygonal systemtherewill be an excessin thenumberof
1 See Part I,

p. 7
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edges over the number of vertices: E- V= I (Fig. 17b; for an
unusual but perfectly proper fitting see Fig. 17c). 'Fitting' a new
face to the system will always increasethis excess by one, or, for an
F- I.
F-polygonal system constructedin this way EV-=

(a)

(b)

(c)

FIG. 17

ZETA: Or, V-E+F=

I.

LAMBDA:But this is falsefor most polygonalsystems. Take a

cube ....
But my constructioncan lead only to 'open' polygonal
SIGMA:
systems-boundedby a circuit of edges! I can easily extend my
to 'closed' polygonal systems,with no such
thought-experiment
Such
closure
can be accomplished
boundary.
by coveringan open
vase-likepolygonal system with a polygon-cover: fitting such a
coveringpolygonwill increaseF by onewithoutchangingV orE. . . .
ZETA:Or, for a closedpolygonalsystem-or closedpolyhedronconstructedin this way, V-E+ F+2: a conjecturewhichnow you
havegot without' observing' the numberof vertices,edgesandfaces
of a singlepolyhedron!
LAMBDA:And now you can apply the method of proofs and
refutationswithoutan 'inductivestartingpoint'.
ZETA:Withthedifference
thatyou do not needto devisea proofis
the proof alreadythere! You can go on immediatelywith refutatheorem-formation.
tions,proof-analysis,
LAMBDA: Then in your method-insteadof observations-proof
!
precedesthe naiveconjecture
ZETA:Well, I shouldn'tcall a conjecturethathasgrown out of a
proof ' naive'. In my methodthereis no placeforinductivenaiveties.
BETA: Objection! You only pushedbackthe 'naive' inductive
start: you startwith ' V= E for polygons'. Don't you basethison
observations?
1Thisis an importantqualification
to footnote2, p. 1o in PartI.
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ZETA: Like most mathematicians,I cannot count. I just tried to
count the edges and vertices of a heptagon: I found first 7 edges and
8 vertices, and then again 8 edges and 7 vertices. . . .
BETA: Jokingapart,how didyou get V = E?
ZETA: I was deeply shockedwhen I first realisedthat for a triangle
V--E= o. I knew of course very well that in an edge
I
V-E-=
(Fig. I8a). I also knew that fitting new edges will always resultin an

(a)

(b)
FIG. I8

(c)
FIG. 19

increaseby one, both in the number of vertices and edges (Figs. I8b
and I8c). Why, in polygonal edge-systems,does V-E = o? Then I
realisedthat this is because of the transitionfrom an open system of
edges (which is bounded by two vertices) to a closed system of edges
(which has no suchboundary): becausewe 'cover' the open systemup
by fitting an edge without adding a new vertex. So I proved, not
observed, that V-E= o for polygons.
BETA: Your ingenuity will not help you. You only pushedback
the inductive starting point further: now to the statement that
V-E= i for any edge whatsoever. Did you prove or did you
observethat?
ZETA: I proved it. I knew of course that for a single vertex
V = I (Fig. 19). My problem was to construct an analogous relation. . .
BETA[furious]: Didn't you observethat for a point
i?
VZETA: Did you? [Aside,to Pi]: ShouldI tell him that
my ' inductive startingpoint' was empty space? That I began by 'observing'
nothing?
LAMBDA: Whatever the case, two points have been made. First
Sigma argued that it is dueonly to historicalaccidentsthat one can arrive
at naiveinductiveconjectures:when one is faced with a real chaos of
facts, one will scarcelybe able to fit them into a nice formula. Then
we need no naive
Zeta showed thatfor the logicof proofsand refutations
no inductivist
startingpointat all.
conjecture,
BETA: Objection! What about those celebratedconjecturesthat
have not been preceded (or even followed) by proofs, such as the
302
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four-colour conjecturethat saysthat four colours are enough to colour
any map, or the Goldbach conjecture? It is only by historical
accidents that proofs can precede theorems, that Zeta's 'deductive
guessing' can take place: otherwise naive inductive conjecturescome
first.
TEACHER:We certainly have to learn both heuristic patterns:
deductive
guessingis best, but naiveguessingis better than no guessingat
all. But naiveguessingis notinduction:therearenosuchthingsas inductive
conjectures!
BETA: But we found the naive conjectureby induction! 'That is,
it was suggestedby observation,indicatedby particularinstances. . .
And among the particularcases that we have examined we could
distinguishtwo groups: those which precededthe formulation of the
conjecture and those which came afterwards. The former suggested
the conjecture, the latter supportedit. Both kinds of cases provide
some sort of contact between the conjecture and " the facts ". ..

.'1

This double contact is the heart of induction: the first makes
inductiveheuristic,the second makesinductivejustification,or inductive
logic.
Facts do not suggest conjectures and do not
TEACHER: No!
supportthem either!
BETA: Then what suggested V--E+ F = 2 to me, if not the facts,
listed in my table?
TEACHER:I shall tell you. You yourself said you failed many
times to fit them into a formula.2 Now what happened was this:
you had three or four conjectureswhich in turn were quickly refuted.
Your table was built up in the process of testing and refuting these
conjectures. These dead and now forgotten conjecturessuggestedthe
are not inductive
facts, not the facts the conjectures. Naive conjectures
and
conjectures:we arriveat themby trial and error,throughconjectures
that
at
them
arrived
But
if
you
refutations.3
you-wrongly--believe
inductively, from your tables, if you believe that the longer the table,
the more conjecturesit will suggest, and later support,you may waste
your time compiling unnecessary data. Also, being indoctrinated
that the path of discovery is from facts to conjecture, and from
2 See p. 299
reconstructed
errors
These
trials
and
are
beautifully
by P61ya. The first con3
jecture is that F increaseswith V. This being refuted, two more conjecturesfollow:
E increaseswith F; E increaseswith V. The fourth is the winning guess: F+V

1 P61ya[1954], Vol. I, pp. 5 and 7

with E ([i954],Vol. I, pp. 35-37).
increases
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conjectureto proof (the myth of induction),you may completely
forgetaboutthe heuristicalternative:deductiveguessing.'
Mathematical
heuristic
is verylikescientific
heuristic-notbecause
both
areinductive,
butbecause
botharecharacterised
by conjectures,
proofs,and
lies
the
in
nature
of the
refutations.The-important-difference
in
andcounterrespective
conjectures,
proofs(or, science,explanations),
examples.2
BETA:I see. Thenournaiveconjecture
wasnot thefirstconjecture
facts: it was precededby
ever, 'suggested'by hard,non-conjectural
and
refutations.
The logic of conmany 'pre-naive' conjectures
hasno startingpoint-but the logic of proofs
jecturesandrefutations
and refutationshas: it startswith the first naive conjectureto be
followedby a thoughtexperiment.
ALPHA: Perhaps. But then I should not have called it
' naive'!3
KAPPA[aside]:Even in heuristicthereis no suchthing as perfect
!
naivete
BETA:The mainthingis to get out of the trial-and-error
periodas
soon as possible,to proceedquicklyto thoughtexperiments
without
'
too
much
'inductive'
for
facts'. Suchrespectmay
having
respect
hamperthe growthof knowledge. Imaginethatyou arriveby trialand-errorat the conjecture:V-E+ F = 2, andthatit is immediately
refutedby the observationthat V--E+ F- o for the picture-frame.
If you have too much respectfor facts,especiallywhen they refute
and
your conjectures,you will go on with pre-naivetrial-and-error
look for anotherconjecture. But if you havea betterheuristic,you
at leasttryto ignorethe adverseobservational
test, and try a testby
like Cauchy'sproof.
thoughtexperiment:
1 On the otherhandthosewho, becauseof the usualdeductive
of
presentation
come to believethat the path of discoveryis from axiomsand/or
mathematics,
definitionsto proofsandtheorems,may completelyforgetaboutthe possibilityand
heuristicit is deductivism
importanceof naive guessing. In fact in mathematical
whichis the greaterdanger,whilein scientificheuristicit is inductivism.
2 We owe the revivalof mathematical
heuristicin this centuryto P61ya. His
stresson the similarities
betweenscientificand mathematical
heuristicis one of the
mainfeaturesof his admirable
his onlyweaknessis
work. Whatmaybe considered
connectedwith this strength: he never questionedthat scienceis inductive,and
becauseof his correctvision of deep analogybetweenscientificand mathematical
is also inductive. The samething
heuristiche was led to thinkthat mathematics
earlier
to
his
andalsoto Fr6chet(seehis
happened
(see [1902], Introduction)
Poincard
[1938]).
3 SeePartII, p. 138
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SIGMA:What confusion! Why call Cauchy'sproofa test?
BETA: Why call Cauchy's test a proof? It was a test! Listen.

You startedwith a naive conjecture: V--E+ F= 2 for all polyhedra.
Then you drew consequencesfrom it: ' if the naive conjectureis true,
after removing a face, for the remaining network
I';
'if this consequenceis true, V--E+ F= I even afterV--E+F-=
triangulation';
' if this last
consequenceis true, V--E+ F = I will hold while triangles
are removed one by one '; ' if this is true, V--E+ F = I for one single
triangle' . . .
Now this last conclusion happens to be known to be true. But
what if we had concluded that for a single triangle V--E+F= o?
We would immediately have rejectedthe original conjectureas false.
All that we have done is to test our conjecture: to draw consequences
from it. The test seemed to corroboratethe conjecture. But corroborationis not proof.
SIGMA: But then our proof proved even less than we thought it
did! We then have to reverse the process and try to construct a
thoughtexperimentwhich leads in the opposite direction: from the
triangleback to the polyhedron!
BETA: That is right. Only Zeta pointed out that instead of
solving our problem by first devising a naive conjecturethrough trial
and error, then testing it, then reversingthe test into a proof, we can
start straight away with the real proof. Had we realised the possibility of deductive guessing we might have avoided all this pseudoinductive fumbling!
KAPPA [aside]: What a dramatic series of volte-faces! Critical
Alpha has turnedinto a dogmatist,dogmatistDelta into a refutationist,
and now inductivistBeta into a deductivist!
. . .
SIGMA: But wait. If the test-thoughtexperiment
BETA: I shall call it analysis.....
SIGMA:... canbe followed up at all by aproof-thoughtexperiment....
BETA: I shall call it synthesis..
..
SIGMA: . .. will the 'analytic theorem' be necessarilyidentical
with the 'synthetic theorem'? In going in the opposite directionwe
might use differentlemmas!2
1
discoverystartswith a conjecture,
Accordingto Pappianheuristic,mathematical
which is followedby analysisand then,providedanalysisdoes not falsifythe conjecture,by synthesis.(Alsocf. PartI, p. Io, footnote2, andPartIII,p. 243,footnote
the conjecture,the Pappian
I.) But while our versionof analysis-synthesis
improves
2 Cf. Robinson
versiononlyprovesor disproves
it.
[1936],p. 471
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If they are different,then the synthetictheoremshould
the
supersede analyticone-after all analysisonly testswhile synthesis
BETA:

proves.
TEACHER:
Yourdiscoverythatour 'proof'wasin facta testseems

to haveshockedthe classanddivertedtheirattentionfromyour main
argument:thatif we havea conjecturethathasalreadybeenrefuted
we shouldpushthe refutationasideand try to
by a counterexample,
test the conjectureby a thoughtexperiment: this way, we might hit
andswitchto themethod
on a proof,leavethephaseof trial-and-error,
of proofsandrefutations. But it was exactlythiswhichmademe say
that 'I am willingto set out to " prove" a falseconjecture'!' And
Lambdatoo demandedin his Rule i: 'If you have a conjectureset
out to proveit andrefuteit.'
ZETA: Thatis right. But let me supplement
Lambda'srulesand
Rule
4 by
Omega's
Rule 5. If you havecounterexamples
of any type, try to find, by
deductive
guessing,a deepertheoremto whichthey are not counterexamples
anylonger.
OMEGA:You now stretchmy conceptof' depth'-and you may
be right. But what aboutthe actualapplicationof your new rule?
Until now it has only given us resultsthat we alreadyknew. It is
easyto be wise afterthe event. Your' deductiveguessing' isjust the
to Teacher'soriginalanalysis. But now you
corresponding
synthesis
shouldbe honest-you must use your methodto find a conjecture
whichyou do not alreadyknow about,with the promisedincreasein
content.

I startwith the theoremgeneratedby mythoughtareEulerian.'
'All
closed
normal
polyhedra
experiment:
OMEGA:'Normal'?
ZETA: I don't want to wastetime going throughthe methodof
proof andrefutations. I just call 'normal' all polyhedrathatcan be
builtup from a ' perfect' polygonby fittingto it (a)firstF-2 faces
without changingV-E+F (thesewill be opennormalpolyhedra)
and (b) then a last closingface which increasesV-E+F by I (and
turnsthe openpolyhedroninto a closedone).
OMEGA:'Perfectpolygon'?
ZETA: By a 'perfect' polygon I meanone that can be built up
fromonesinglevertexby fittingto it firstn- I edgeswithoutchanging
V - E, andthena lastclosingedgewhichdecreasesV-E by I.
ZETA: Right.

1

See Part I, p. 25
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OMEGA: Will your closed normal polyhedra coincide with our

Cauchy polyhedra?
ZETA: I do not want to go into that now.
contentby deductive
guessing
(d) Increasing
Let
us
see your deduction.
of
TEACHER:
Enough preliminaries.
ZETA:Yes, Sir. I take two closed normal polyhedra(Fig. 20a) and
pastethem together along a polygonal circuitso that the two facesthat
the
meet disappear(Fig. 20b). Sincefor the two polyhedraV--E+
F=-4,

(c)

(b)

(a)

FIG. 20

disappearanceof two faces in the united polyhedron will just restore
the Euler formula-no surpriseafter Cauchy's proof since the new
polyhedron can also easily be pumped into a ball. So the formula
standsup well to this pastingtest. But let us now try a double-pasting
test: let us 'paste' the two polyhedra together along two polygonal
circuits (Fig. 20c). Now 4 faces will disappear and for the new
polyhedron V-E+ F = o.
GAMMA:This is Alpha's Counterexample
4, the picture-frame!
'
ZETA:Now if I' double-paste to this picture-frame(Fig. 20c) yet
another normal polyhedron (Fig. 2Ia), V--E+ F will be -2 (Fig.

2ib). . .

/

::.

I

I I ,i
M
ii, - -4 Li
d*
-Iki

(b)

(a)
FIG. 21

SIGMA:For a monospheroid polyhedron V-E+F=
2, for a
dispheroid polyhedron V-E+ F = o, for a trispheroid V-E+ F =
-2, for an n-spheroidpolyhedron V-E+F=
2--2(n--I)....
307
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which is your new conjecture of unprecedented
content, complete with proof, without having compiled a single
table.'
SIGMA:This is reallynice. Not only did you explainthe obstinate
picture-frame,but you produced an infinite variety of novel counterexamples. . .
ZETA: Complete with explanation.
RHO: I just arrived at the same result in a different way. Zeta
startedwith two Eulerianexamples and turned them into a counterexamplein a controlledexperiment. I startwith a counterexampleand
turn it into an example. I made the following thoughtexperiment
with a picture-frame: 'Let the polyhedron be of some stuff that is
easy to cut like soft clay, let a threadbe pulled through the tunnel and
ZETA:

...

then through the clay.

It will not fall apart.

.'2

But it has become

a familiar, simple, spheroid polyhedron! It...is true, we increasethe
number of faces by 2, and the numbersof both edges and vertices by
m; but since we know that the Euler characteristicof a simple polyhedron is 2, the original must have had the characteristico. Now if
one needs more, say n, such cuts to reducethe polyhedron to a simple
one, its characteristic will be 2- 2n.
SIGMA: This is interesting. Zeta has already shown us that we

may not need a conjecture in order to start proving,that we may
immediately devise a synthesis,i.e. a proof-thoughtexperimentfrom a
related proposition that is known to be true. Now Rho shows that
we may not need a conjectureeven in orderto starttesting,but we may
set out-pretendingthat the resultis alreadythere-to devise an analysis,
i.e. a test-thoughtexperiment.3
OMEGA: But whichever way you choose, you still leave hordes of
polyhedra unexplained! According to your new theorem for all
polyhedraV-E+ F is an even number,less than 2. But we saw quite
a few polyhedrawith oddEuler characteristics. Take the crestedcube
(Fig. 12) with V-E+
I....
F-=
ZETA: I never said
that my theorem applies to all polyhedra. It

applies only to all n-spheroid polyhedra built up according to my

2
Hoppe[1879],p. oz2
3This is againpart of Pappianheuristic. He calls an analysisstartingwith a
', and an analysisstartingwith no conjecture'problematical'
conjecture'theoretical
to prove,the secondto
(Heath[1925],Vol. I, p. 138). The firstrefersto problems
to
to
solve
Also
cf.
P6lya[1945],pp. 129-136(' Pappus')
(orproblemsfind).
problems
and 197-204(' Workingbackwards
').

xThiswasdoneby Raschig[1891].
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construction. My constructionas it standsdoes not lead to ringshaped

faces.

OMEGA:

So?

SIGMA:
I know! One can alsoextendit to polyhedrawith ringfaces:
one may constructa ringshaped
polygonby deletingin
shaped
of
an
a suitableproof-generated
system polygons edgewithoutreducnumber
of
faces
the
(Figs.22a and22b). I wonder,perhapsthereare
ing

(a)

(b)

(b)

(a)

FIG. 22

FIG. 23

also 'normal' systemsof polygons,constructedin accordancewith
our proof,in whichwe can deleteeven morethanone edgewithout
reducingthe numberof faces. . .
GAMMA:
Thatis true. Look at this 'normal' polygonalsystem
You
can deletetwo edgeswithoutreducingthe number
(Fig.23a).
of faces(Fig.23b).
SIGMA:
Good! Thenin general
F

V-E+

F=

2-2(n-

I)+ k=Iek

for n-spheroid-or n-tuply connected-polyhedrawith ek edges
deletedwithoutreductionin the numberof faces.
BETA: This formulaexplainsmy crestedcube(Fig. 12), a monospheroidpolyhedron(n= I) with one ringshapedface: ek are zero,
F

exceptfor e6whichis I, or
k=I

ek= i, consequentlyV-E+ F =

.

SIGMA:
It alsoexplainsyour 'irrational'Eulerianfreak: the cube
with two ringshaped
facesandone tunnel(Fig.16). It is a dispheroid
polyhedron(n= 2) with

is V-E+F=

2-2+2=

F
k=I

2.

ek= 2. Consequentlyits characteristic

Moralorderis restoredto the worldof

polyhedra!

OMEGA:Whataboutpolyhedrawith cavities?

xThe 'order' was restored by Lhuilier with approximately the same formula
([1812-13], p. 189); and by Hessel with clumsy ad hocformulas about differentways
of fitting Eulerianpolyhedra together ([1832], pp. 19-20). Cf. p. 297, footnote I.
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I know! Forthemone hasto addup theEulercharacterSIGMA:
surface:
isticsof eachdisconnected
V-E+F=
2--2(n--I)+ ek .
j= i

k=

BETA:And the twin-tetrahedra?
SIGMA: I know! . . .
GAMMA:What is the use of all this precision? Stop this flood of
pretentioustrivialities!2
monsters,
ALPHA:Why shouldhe? Or are the twin-tetrahedra

is just as good a polynot genuinepolyhedra? A twin-tetrahedron
hedronas your cylinder! But you liked linguistic
precision.3 Why
do you derideour new precision? We have to make the theorem
itscontent,
coverallpolyhedra-bymakingit precisewe areincreasing
it. Thistime precisionis a virtue!
not decreasing
KAPPA:Boringvirtuesarejust as bad as boringvices! Besides,
1 Historically
Lhuilier-in his [1812-I3]-managedto

Euler'sformula
generalise

by naive guessing and arrivedat the following formula: V--E+F = 2[(C-- T+ I)+
.
where C is the number of cavities, T the number of tunnels and Px
(P1+P2+ . -)],
the number of inner polygons on the ith face. He also provedit as far as 'inner
polygons' were concerned,but tunnels seem to have defeatedhim. He constructed

the formulain an attemptto accountfor his threekindsof' exceptions'; buthislist
of exceptionswas incomplete. (Cf. PartII, p. 123, footnoteI.) Moreover,this
was not the only reasonfor the falsityof his naiveconjecture:for
incompleteness
thatone
he did not noticethe possibilitythatcavitiesmightbe multiply-connected;
the numberof tunnelsin polyhedra
may not be able to determineunambiguously
witha systemof branching
tunnels;andthatit is not' thenumberof innerpolygons',
facesthatis relevant(hisformulabreaksdownfor two
but thenumberof ringshaped
adjacentinnerpolygons,with an edge in common). For a criticismof Lhuilier's
' seeListing[1861],pp. 98-99. Also cf. p. 322,footnote2.
'inductivegeneralisation
2 Quite a few mathematicians
of the nineteenthcenturywere confusedby such
in content,anddidnot reallyknowhow to dealwith them. Sometrivialincreases
like M6bius-used monster-barring
definitions(see Part I, p. 17); others-like
revealing. On the one
Hoppe-monster-adjustment.Hoppe's[1879]is particularly
handhe was keen-like many of his contemporaries-tohave a perfectlycomplete
'generalisedEulerformula'thatcoverseverything. On the otherhandhe shrank
from trivialcomplexities. So while he claimedthat his formulawas 'complete,
', he addedconfusedlythat' specialcasescanmaketheenumeration
(of
all-embracing
dubitable' (p. 103). Thatis, if an awkwardpolyhedronstilldefeatshis
constituents)
formula,then its constituentswere wrongly counted,and the monstershouldbe
adjustedby correctvision: e.g. the commonverticesand edgesof twintetrahedra
shouldbe seenandcountedtwiceandeachtwin recognisedas a separate
polyhedron
(ibid.). Forfurtherexamplescf. p. 328,footnote2.
3 SeePart
III,pp. 229-234
3Io
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you will never achieve completeprecision. We should stop when it
ceasesto be interestingto go on.
ALPHA: I have a differentpoint. We startedfrom
(I) one vertex is one vertex.
We deducedfrom this

(2)V= E forallperfectpolygons.
fromthis
We deduced
(3) V-E+ F = I for all normalopenpolygonalsystems.
Fromthis
(4) V--E+ F= 2 for all normal closed polygonalsystems,i.e.
polyhedra.
Fromthisagainin turn
normaln-spheroid
polyhedra.
(5)V-E+ F = 2- 2(n- I) for
F
(6) V-E+ F= 2- 2(n-- )+ ek for normal n-spheroidpolyk=I

hedrawith multiply-connected
faces.

(7)V- E+F== 22- 2(n-i)+2ek
j=-

I

for normal n-spheroid
I

"=

polyhedrawith multiply-connectedfaces and with cavities.
Isn't this a miraculousunfolding of the hidden riches of the trivial
starting-point? And since (I) is indubitablytrue, so is the rest.
RHo [aside]: Hidden 'riches'? The last two only show how
cheapgeneralisationsmay become !
LAMBDA: Do you really think that (I) is the single axiom from
which all the rest follows? That deduction increasescontent?
ALPHA: Of course! Isn'tthis the miracleof the deductivethoughtexperiment? If once you have got hold of a little truth, deduction
expands it infallibly into a tree of knowledge.2 If a deduction does
1
Cf. pp. 328-9
2 Ancient philosophersdid not hesitateto deduce a
conjecturefrom a very trivial
of
it
for
our
consequence
(see,
example,
synthetic proof leading from the triangle to
the polyhedron). Plato thought that 'a single axiom might suffice to generate a
whole system'. 'Ordinarily he thought of a single hypothesis as fertile by itself,
ignoring in his methodology the other premissesto which he is allying it' (Robinson
This is characteristic
of ancientinformallogic,thatis, of the logicof proof
[1953], p. 168).
or of thoughtexperiment
or of construction;we regardit as enthymematic
only through
hindsight:it was only laterthatan increasein contentbecamea sign, not of thepower,butof
the weakness,of an inference. This ancient informal logic was strongly advocated by
Descartes, Kant and Poincar6; they all despised Aristotelian formal logic and dismissed it as sterileand irrelevant-at the same time extolling the infallibilityof fertile
informal logic.
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notincreasethe contentI would not callit deduction,but' verification':
'verification differs from true demonstrationprecisely because it is
purely analyticand becauseit is sterile."
LAMBDA:But surely deduction cannot increase content! If
criticismrevealsthat the conclusionis richerthan the premiss,we have
to reinforcethe premissby making hidden lemmas explicit.
KAPPA: And it is these hidden lemmas that contain sophistication
and fallibilityand ultimatelydestroythe myth of infalliblededuction.2
TEACHER: Any other question about Zeta's method?
(e) Logicalversusheuristiccounterexamples.
ALPHA: I like Zeta's Rule 53-as I did Omega's Rule 44. I liked
Omega'smethod becauseit looked out for local but not global counterexamples: the ones which Lambda'soriginal three rules5ignored as
logically harmless,thereforeheuristicallyuninteresting. Omega was
stimulatedby them to devise new thoughtexperiments:real advances
in our knowledge.
Now Zeta is inspiredby counterexamplesthat are both global and
local-perfect corroborations from the logical but not from the
heuristic point of view: although corroborations,they still call for
action. Zeta proposes to extend, sophisticateour original thoughtexperiment,to turn logical corroborationsinto heuristicones, logically
satisfactoryinstancesinto instancesthat are satisfactoryfrom both the
logical and the heuristicpoint of view.
Both Omega and Zeta arefor new ideas,while Lambdaand especially Gamma are preoccupiedwith linguistic tricks to deal with their
irrelevant global but not local counterexamples-the only relevant
ones from their crankishpoint of view.
THETA: So the logical point of view is ' crankish', is it?
ALPHA: Yourlogical point of view, yes. But I want to make
anotherremark. Whether deductionincreasescontent or not-mind
you, of course it does-it certainly seems to guaranteethe continuous
Poincar6[1902], p. 33
The hunt for hidden lemmas, which started only in mid-nineteenth century
mathematicalcriticism,was closely relatedto the processthat later replacedproofsby
and laws of thoughtby laws of language. The most important developproof-analyses
ments in logical theory were usually preceded by the development of mathematical
criticism. Unfortunately even the best historians of logic tend to pay exclusive
attention to the changesin logicaltheorywithout noticing their roots in changesin
logicalpractice.Cf. also p. 335, footnote I.
3 See p. 3o6
5 See Part III, p. 229
4 See Part III, p. 237
1

2
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growthof knowledge. We startwith a vertex and let knowledge grow
forcefully and harmoniously to explain the relation between the
number of vertices, edges and faces of any polyhedron whatsoever:
an undramaticgrowth without refutations!
THETA [to Kappa]: Has Alpha lost all his judgment? One starts
with a problem,not with a vertex !
ALPHA: This piecemeal but irresistiblyvictorious campaign will
lead us to theorems that are 'not by themselves evident, but only
deduced from true and known principlesby the continuous and uninterruptedaction of a mind that has a clear vision of each step in the
process'.2 They could never have been reached by 'unbiased'
observationand a suddenflashof insight.
THETA: I am doubtful about this final victory. Such growth will
never bring us to the cylinder-for (I) starts with a vertex and the
cylinder has none. Also we may never reach onesidedpolyhedra, or
many-dimensionalpolyhedra. This piecemeal continuous expansion
may well stop at some point and you will have to look for a new,
revolutionary start. And even this 'peaceful continuity' is full of
refutations,criticism! Why do we go on from (4) to (5), from (5) to
(6), from (6) to (7) if not under the continuous pressureof counterexamples which are both global and local? Lambda accepted as
genuine counterexamplesonly those which are global but not local:
they revealed the falsehoodof the theorem. Omega's innovationrightly praisedby Alpha-was to regardalso counterexampleswhich
are local but not global as genuine counterexamples: they revealed
the povertyof thetruthof the theorem. Now Zeta tells us to recognise
even those counterexamplesas genuine which are both global and
local: they too point to the povertyof the truthof the theorem. For
example, picture-framesare both global and local counterexamplesto
Cauchy's theorem: they are of course corroborationsas far as truth
aloneis concerned-but they arerefutationsasfarascontentis concerned.
We may call the first (global but not local) counterexampleslogical,
the others heuristiccounterexamples.But the more we recognise
refutations-logical or heuristic-the quicker knowledge grows.
Alpha regardslogical counterexamplesas irrelevantand refusesto call
heuristic counterexamples counterexamples at all, because of his
obsession with the idea that growth of mathematicalknowledge is
continuous, and criticismplays no role.
1
Alpha certainly seems to have slipped into the fallacy of deductive heuristic.
2 Descartes[1628], Rule III
Cf. p. 304, footnote I.

Y
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ALPHA:

You expand the concept of refutationand the concept of

criticismartificially
only tojustifyyourcriticaltheoryof thegrowthof
knowledge. Linguistictricksas toolsfor a criticalphilosopher?
of concept-formation
mayhelpus to eluciPI: I thinka discussion
datethe issue.
GAMMA:
We areall ears.
8 Concept-formation
A reappraisal
of monsterbarring(a) Refutationby concept-stretching.
andof theconcepts
error
andrefutation
of
PI: I wouldfirstliketo go backto thepre-Zeta,or evenpre-Omega
monsterperiod,to the threemainmethodsof theorem-formation:
of
and
the
method
and
refutations.
proofs
barring,exceptionbarring,
butendedupwithdifferent
Eachstartedwiththesamenaiveconjecture,
terms. Alpha has alreadyoutlined
and differenttheoretical
theorems
but his accountis unsatisfactorysome aspectsof thesedifferences,1
andof the methodof proofs
case
of
in
the
monsterbarring
especially
theorem
and refutations.Alpha thought that the monsterbarring
'hides behind the identity of the linguisticexpressionan essential
improvement' on the naive conjecture: he thought that Delta
theclassof' naive' polyhedrainto a classpurgedof
graduallycontracted
monsters.
non-Eulerian
GAMMA:
Whatis wrongwith thisaccount?
who contracted
concepts-it
PI: Thatit wasnot the monsterbarrers
them.
who expanded
was the refutationists
DELTA:
Hear,hear!
Let
us
go backto the timeof the firstexplorersof our subject.
PI:
polyhedra:
by the beautifulsymmetryof regular
They werefascinated
of
the
held
the
secret
bodies
that
the
five
Cosmos.2
regular
theythought
the
was
the
Descartes-Euler
the
time
forward,
put
conjecture
By
and
all
of
convex
included
sorts
of
polyhedra
concept polyhedron
even some concave polyhedra. But it certainlydid not include
faces.
polyhedrawhichwerenot simple,or polyhedrawith ringshaped
Forthe polyhedrathattheyhadin mind,the conjecturewastrueas it
stoodandthe proofwasflawless.3
2
See Part II, p. 138
Cf. Lhuilier[1812-I3a], p. 233
concave
is
the
first
in
Euler's
6
polyhedron ever to appearin a geo[1750]
3 Fig.
metrical text. Legendre talks about convex and concave polyhedra in his [17941.
But before Lhuiliernobody mentioned concave polyhedra that were not simple.
However, one interesting qualificationmight be added. The first class of polyhedra ever investigated consisted partly of the five ordinary regular polyhedra and
314
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Then came the refutationists. In their critical zeal they stretched
the concept of polyhedron, to cover objects that were alien to the
intended interpretation. The conjecture was true in its intended
it was only false in an unintended
interpretation
smuggled
interpretation,
in by the refutationists. Their 'refutation' revealed no errorin the
original conjecture,no mistakein the original proof: it revealed the
falsehoodof a newconjecturewhich nobody had stated or thought of
before.
Poor Delta! He valiantly defended the original interpretationof
polyhedron. He countered each counterexamplewith a new clause
to safeguardthe original concept. . .
GAMMA: But wasn't it Delta who shifted his position each time?
Whenever we produceda new counterexample,he changedhis definition for a longer one which displayedanotherof his ' hidden' clauses!
PI: What a monstrous appraisalof monsterbarring! He only
seemedto shift his position. You wrongly accused him of using
surreptitiousterminological epicycles in the defence of a stubborn
idea. His misfortune was that portentous Definition i: 'A polyhedron is a solid whose surfaceconsistsof polygonal faces', which the
refutationistsseized upon immediately. But Legendre meant it to
cover only his naive polyhedra; that it covered far more was entirely
unrealisedand unintendedby its proposer. The mathematicalpublic
was willing to stomach the monstrouscontent which slowly emerged
from this plausible,innocent-looking definition. This is why Delta
had to stutter time and time again, 'I meant ..
.

', and had to keep

making his endless 'tacit ' clausesexplicit: all becausethe naive concept had never been pinned down, and a simple, but monstrous,
unintended definition had superseded it. But imagine a different
quasi-regularpolyhedralike prisms and pyramids(cf. Euclid). This class was
extendedafterthe Renaissance
in two directions. One is indicatedin the text: to
includeall convex and some mildly indentedsimplepolyhedra. The other was
Kepler's:he widenedthe classof regularpolyhedraby his inventionof regularstarpolyhedra. But Kepler'sinnovationwas forgotten,only to be made again by
Poinsot(cf.PartI, pp. 18-19).Eulersurelydidnot dreamof star-polyhedra.Cauchy
knew of them, but his mind was strangelycompartmentalised:
when he had an
he publishedit; but he ignoredstar-polyhedra
interestingideaaboutstar-polyhedra
whenpresentingcounterexamples
to his generaltheoremsaboutpolyhedra. Not so
the youngPoinsot([I8o9])--butlaterhe changedhismind(cf.PartII,p. 128).
ThusPi'sstatement,althoughheuristically
correct(i.e.truein a rationalhistoryof
mathematics),is historicallyfalse. (This shouldnot worry us: actualhistoryis
of its rationalreconstructions.)
frequentlya caricature
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of
situation,where the definitionfixed the intendedinterpretation
'polyhedron'properly. Thenit would havebeen up to the refutationists to devise ever longer monster-including
for say,
definitions
':
'A
an
is
'complex polyhedra
complexpolyhedron
aggregateof
of
such
that
each
two
them
are
soldered
(real)polyhedra
by congruent
faces'. 'The facesof complexpolyhedracan be complexpolygons
thatareaggregatesof (real)polygonssuchthateachtwo of them are
solderedby congruentedges'. This complex
would then
polyhedron
to
and
correspond Alpha's Gamma'srefutation-generated
conceptof
firstdefinitionallowingalsoforpolyhedrathatarenot
polyhedron-the
the
second
also for facesthat are not simply-connected.So
simple,
is not necessarily
thetaskof monsterbarrers
or
new
definitions
devising
can
also
be
that
of
or
monster-includers
concept-preservers-it
conceptstretchers.1

SIGMA:
Conceptsand definitions-thatis, intendedconceptsand
unintendeddefinitions-canthen play funnytrickson eachother! I
neverdreamtthatconcept-formation
mightlagbehindanunintendedly
wide definition!
only keep to the originalconcept,
PI: It might. Monsterbarrers
widen it; the curiousthingis thatconceptwhile concept-stretchers
stretchinggoes on surreptitiously:nobody is awareof it, and since
expandswith the wideningconcept,
everybody's'coordinate-system'
narrows
the
delusion
that monsterbarring
fall
to
heuristic
prey
they
in
it
them
while
fact
invariant.
concepts,
keeps
DELTA: Now who was intellectuallydishonest? Who made
changesin his position?
surreptitious
GAMMA:
I admitwe were wrong in indictingDelta for surrepof hisconceptof polyhedron:allhissix definitions
titiouscontractions
denotedthe samegood old conceptof polyhedronhe inheritedfrom
rich
theverysamepoorconcept
in increasingly
his forefathers.He defined
not
does
or
theoretical
framesof reference, languages:monsterbarring form
theoremis
butonlytranslates
concepts
definitions.The monsterbarring
no improvementon the naiveconjecture.
DELTA: Do you mean that all my definitionswere logically
equivalent?
Thatdependson yourlogicaltheory-accordingto mine
GAMMA:
they certainlyarenot.
1

An interestingexample of monster-includingdefinition is Poinsot'sre-definition
of convexity,which brings star-polyhedrainto the respectableclassof convex regular
bodies [I8o9].
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DELTA: This was not a very helpful answer, you will admit. But
tell me, did you refute the naive conjecture? You refutedit only by
surreptitiouslypervertingits original interpretation!
GAMMA: Well, we refutedit in a more imaginativeand interesting
interpretationthan you ever dreamt of. This is what makes the
difference between refutationswhich only reveal a silly mistakeand
refutationswhich are majoreventsin the growth of knowledge. If you
had found that 'for all polyhedra V--E+F= I' because of inept
counting, and I had correctedyou, I wouldn't call that a 'refutation'.
BETA: Gamma is right. After Pi's revelation we might hesitate
since they are
to call our ' counterexamples' logicalcounterexamples,
the
in
its
intendedinterpretaafter all not inconsistentwith
conjecture
since they spurthe
tion; but they are certainlyheuristiccounterexamples
to
Delta's
If
we
were
narrow logic,
of
accept
knowledge.
growth
that
not
would
grow. Just suppose
somebody with the
knowledge
the
narrow conceptual framework discovers
Cauchy proof of the
Eulerconjecture. He findsthat all the steps of this thoughtexperiment

caneasilybe performedon anypolyhedron. He takesthe' fact' that
as
all polyhedraare simpleand that all facesare simply-connected
'
obvious,asindubitable. It neveroccursto him to turnhis obvious'
lemmasinto conditionsin an improvedconjectureandso to buildup
in showingup
a theorem-becausethe stimulusof counterexamples,
some ' triviallytrue' lemmasas false,is missing. Thushe thinksthat
the truthof the naiveconjecture,
the 'proof' indubitablyestablishes
that its certaintyis beyond doubt. But his 'certainty' is far from
beinga signof success,it is only a symptomof lackof imagination,of
conceptualpoverty. It producessmug satisfactionand preventsthe
growthof knowledge.1

1 This is in fact Cauchy'scase. It is unlikely that if Cauchy had alreadydiscovered
his revolutionaryexception-barringmethod (cf. Part III, pp. 234-235), he would not
have searched for and found some exceptions. But he probably came across the
problem of exceptions only later, when he decided to clear up the chaos in analysis.
(It was Lhuilierwho seems to have first noticed, and faced, the fact that such ' chaos'
was not confined to analysis.)
Historians, e.g. Steinitz in his [I914-3I], usually say that Cauchy, noticing that
his theorem was not universallyvalid, statedit for convexpolyhedra only. It is true
that in his proof he uses the expression' the convex surfaceof a polyhedron'
([181x],
p. 81), and in his [1812] he restatesEuler'stheorem underthe generalhead: ' Theorems
on solid angles and convexpolyhedra'. But probably to counteractthis title, he gives
particular stress to the universalvalidity of Euler's theorem for any polyhedron
(Theorem XI, p. 94), while stating three other theorems (Theorem XIII and its two
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versusnaive concepts. Theoreticalversusnaive
(b) Proof-generated

classification
theorem: 'All simple
PI: Let me returnto the proof-generated
faces
are
with
Eulerian'.
This formulapolyhedra simply-connected
tion is misleading. It shouldread: 'All simpleobjects
with simplyconnectedfacesareEulerian.'
GAMMA:
Why?
corollaries)explicitly for convexpolyhedra (pp. 96 and 98).
Why Cauchy's sloppy terminology? Cauchy's concept of polyhedron almost
coincided with the concept of convex polyhedron. But it did not coincide exactly:
Cauchy knew about concave polyhedra, which can be obtained by slightly pushing
in the side of convex polyhedra, but he did not discusswhat seemed to be irrelevant
further corroborations-notrefutations-of his theorem. (Corroborations
nevercompare
or even ' exceptions', as catalysts
the
with counterexamples,
growthof concepts.) This
for
is the reason for Cauchy's casual use of ' convex': it was a failure to realise that
concave polyhedra might give counterexamples,not a conscious effort to eliminate
these counterexamples. In the very same paragraph,he arguesthat Euler'stheorem
is an 'immediate consequence' of the lemma that V-E+F=
I for flat polygonal
networks, and states that 'for the validity of the theorem V--E+F=
I it has no
significance whatever whether the polygons lie in the same plane or in different
planes, since the theorem is concerned only with the number of polygons and the
number of their constituents' (p. 81). This argument is perfectly correct within
Cauchy's narrow conceptual framework, but incorrect in a wider one, in which
'polyhedron' refers also to, say, picture-frames. The argument was frequently
repeated in the first half of the nineteenth century (e.g. Olivier [1826], p. 230, or
Grunert[1827], p. 367, or R. Baltzer [1860-62], Vol. II, p. 207). It was criticisedby
J. C. Becker ([1869], p. 68).
Often,as soonas concept-stretching
refutesa proposition,therefuted
propositionseemssuch
couldhavemadeit.
an elementarymistakethatonecannotimaginethatgreatmathematicians
This important characteristicof concept-stretchingrefutationexplainswhy respectful
historians,becausethey do not understandthat conceptsgrow, createfor themselvesa
maze of problems. After saving Cauchy by claiming that he 'could not possibly
' (!) restricted
miss ' polyhedrawhich are not simple and that thereforehe ' categorically
the theorem to the domain of convex polyhedra, the respectfulhistoriannow has to
explain why Cauchy's borderlinewas 'unnecessarily' narrow. Why did he ignore
formulation
non-convex Eulerianpolyhedra? Steinitz'sexplanationis this: the correct
of the Euler-formula is in terms of connectivity of surfaces. Since in Cauchy's
period this concept was not yet 'clearly grasped', ' the simplest way out' was to
assume convexity (p. 20). So Steinitz explains away a mistake that Cauchy never
made.
Other historians proceed in a different way. They say that before the point
where the correct conceptual framework (i.e. the one they know) was reachedthere
was only a 'dark age' with 'seldom, if ever, sound' results. This point in the
theory of polyhedraisJordan'sproof(1866) accordingto Lebesgue([1923],pp. 59-60);
it is PoincarC's(1895) according to Bell ([I945], p. 460).
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PI: The firstformulationsuggeststhat the classof simplepolyhedra
that occurs in the theorem is a subclassof the class of' polyhedra' of
the naive conjecture.
SIGMA: Of course the class of simple polyhedra is a subclassof
the original
polyhedra! The concept of' simple polyhedron ' contracts
wide classof polyhedraby restrictingthem to those on which the first
lemma of our proof is performable. The concept of' simple polyhedron with simply-connectedfaces' indicatesa furthercontractionof
the original class. . .
PI: No! The original class of polyhedra contained only polyhedra that were simple and whose faces were simply-connected.
Omega was wrong when he said that lemma-incorporationreduces
content.1
OMEGA: But doesn't each incorporation of lemmas rule out a
counterexample?
PI: Of courseit does: but a counterexamplethat was producedby
concept-stretching.
OMEGA: So lemma-incorporation conservescontent, just like
monster-barring?
PI: No. Lemma-incorporation increases content: monsterbarringdoes not.
OMEGA:What? Do you reallywant to convince me not only that
lemma-incorporationdoes not reducecontent, but also that it increases
it? That insteadof contracting
them?
concepts it stretches
a
listen.
Was
a political map
with
globe,
PI: Exactly. Just
drawn on it, an element of the original classof polyhedra?
OMEGA:

Certainlynot.

PI: But it becameone afterCauchy'sproof. For you can perform
Cauchy'sproof on it without the slightestdifficulty-if only there are
no ringshapedcountriesor seas on it.2
GAMMA: That is right! Pumping the polyhedron up into a ball
and distorting edges and faces will not perturbus in the least in performing the proof-so long as the distortiondoes not alter the number
of vertices, edges and faces.
SIGMA: I see your point. Then the proof-generated 'simple
polyhedron' is not just a contraction, a specification, but also a
an expansionof the naive 'polyhedron '.3 The idea of
generalisation,
SeePartIII, p. 236

2
Cf. PartII, p. 132, footnote.
in
his
came
close
to
this
idea. Later it was clearly formul3 Darboux,
[1874],
ated by Poincard: 'Mathematics is the art of giving the same name to different
319
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the concept of polyhedronso that it should include
generalising
facescouldhardlyhave
crumpled,curvilinear
'polyhedra' with curved
occurredto anybodybeforeCauchy'sproof; evenif it had,it would
havebeendismissed
ascrankish. Butnow it is a naturalgeneralisation,
sincethe operationsof our proof can be interpretedfor themjust as
well as for ordinarynaive polyhedrawith straightedges and flat
faces.1

PI: Good. But you haveto makeone morestep. Proof-generated
are neither 'specifications',nor ' generalisations'of naive
concepts
concepts. The impactof proofsand refutationson naiveconceptsis
much more revolutionarythan that: they erasethe crucialnaive
concepts.2
conceptscompletelyand replacethem by proof-generated
to learnthattheproofs
things.... If one choosestherightlanguage,oneis surprised
madefora knownobjectapplyimmediately
to manynewobjects,withouttheslightest
change-one can even retainthe names'([90o8], p. 375). Frichetcallsthis'an ex', andformulatesit as follows: ' Whenthe
tremelyusefulprincipleof generalisation
set of propertiesof a mathematical
entityusedin the proof of a propositionabout
this entitydoesnot determinethisentity,thepropositioncanbe extendedto applyto
a more general entity' ([1928], p. 18). He points out that such generalisationsarenot

trivialand'may requirevery greatefforts'(ibid.).
1 Cauchydid not notice this. His proof differedfrom the one given by the
Teacherin oneimportantrespect:Cauchyin his [1811-12]didnotimaginethe polyhedronto be madeof rubber. The noveltyof his proof-ideawas to imaginethe
andnot asa solid,asEuclid,EulerandLegendredid. But he
polyhedronasa surface,
imaginedit asa solidsurface. Whenhe removedonefaceandmappedtheremaining
spatialpolygonalnetworkinto a flat polygonalnetwork,he did not conceivehis
to
thatmight bendfacesor edges. The firstmathematician
mappingas a stretching
notice that Cauchy'sproof could be performedon polyhedrawith bentfaceswas
Crelle ([1826-27], pp. 67I-2), but he still carefullystuck to straightedges. For Cayley

' atfirstsight'that' the theorywouldnot be materihoweverit seemedrecognisable
altered
the
ally
by allowing edgesto be curvedlines' ([1861],p. 425). The samerein Germanyby Listing([i86I],p. 99) andin Franceby
markwasmadeindependently
Jordan([1866],p. 39).
2 This theoryof concept-formation
to proofsandrefutations.
wedsconcept-formation
'
to
talk
about" electricity,"
to
When
the
weds
it
observations:
started
P6lya
physicists
or the physiciansabout" contagion,"thesetermswere vague, obscure,muddled.
The termsthatthe scientistsusetoday,suchas" electriccharge,"" electriccurrent,"
" fungusinfection,"" virusinfection,"areincomparably
clearerandmoredefinite.
lie
how manyingeniousexperiments
Yet whata tremendous
amountof observation,
too. Inductionchanged
betweenthe two terminologies,
andsomegreatdiscoveries
the terminology,clarifiedthe concepts. We can illustratealso this aspectof the
of concepts,by suitablemathematical
examples'
process,the inductiveclarification
([1954],Vol. I, p. 55). But even this mistakeninductivisttheoryof concept-formto make
ationis preferableto the attemptto makeconcept-formation
autonomous,
' clarification
' or ' explication
' of conceptsa preliminary
to anyscientificdiscussion.
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The naive term 'polyhedron', even afterbeing stretchedby refutationists,denotedsomethingthatwas crystal-like,a solidwith 'plane'
faces,straightedges. The proof-ideasswallowedthis naive concept
theoremswe
and fully digestedit. In the differentproof-generated
havenothingof the naiveconcept. Thatdisappeared
withouttrace.
Insteadeach proof yieldsits characteristic
proof-generated
concepts,
which refer to stretchability,pumpability,photographability,
pronew ones
jectabilityand the like. The old problemdisappeared,
emerged. After Columbusone shouldnot be surprisedif onedoes
onehassetouttosolve.
notsolvetheproblem
SIGMA:So the' theoryof solids', theoriginal' naive' realmof the
Eulerconjecture,dissolves,andthe remodelledconjecturereappears
in
if
in
projectivegeometry provedby Gergonne, analyticaltopologyif
provedby Cauchy,in algebraictopologyif provedby Poincar. . .
why I formulated
PI: Quiteright. Andnow you will understand
the theoremsnot, like Alphaor Beta, as: 'All Gergonne-polyhedra
areEulerian',and so on, but
areEulerian', 'All Cauchy-polyhedra
ratheras: ' All Gergonnian
objectsareEulerian',' All Cauchyobjects
areEulerian', and so on.1 So Ifind it uninteresting
to quarrel
notonly
naive
but
abouttheexactness
also
about
the
truth
or
of
concepts
falsehood
of
naiveconjectures.
BETA: But surelywe can retainthe term 'polyhedron' for our
'?
favouriteproof-generated
term,say, ' Cauchy-objects
If
but
that
remember
term
no
what
PI: you like,
your
longerdenotes
its
it setouttodenote:that naivemeaninghasdisappeared
andthatnow
it is used. . .
BETA: . .. fora moregeneral,
improved
concept!
THETA: No! Fora totallydifferent,
novel concept.
SIGMA:I thinkyourviews areparadoxical!
PI: If you mean by paradoxical'an opinionnot yet generally
received',2 andpossiblyinconsistent
withsomeof youringrainednaive
never
mind:
to
have
ideas,
you only
replaceyournaiveideaswith the
paradoxicalones. This may be a way to 'solve' paradoxes. But
view of minedo you havein mind?
whatparticular
SIGMA: You remember,we found that some star-polyhedra
are
Eulerianwhilesomeothersarenot. We werelookingfora proofthat
would be deep enoughto explainthe Eulerianness
both of ordinary
and star-polyhedra...
1 SeePart
III,p. 245
2

Hobbes[I656],Animadversions
uponthe Bishop'sReplyNo. xxi.
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I haveit.'
EPSILON:
SIGMA:I know. Butjust for the sakeof argumentlet us imagine

that thereis no suchproof,but that somebodyoffers,in additionto
Cauchy'sproof for Eulerian'ordinary' polyhedra,a corresponding
but altogetherdifferentproof for Eulerianstar-polyhedra.Would
you then,Pi, becauseof thesetwo differentproofs,proposeto splitinto
two what we formerlyclassifiedas one? And would you have two
completelydifferentthingsunitedunderone namejust becausesomebody findsa commonexplanationfor someof theirproperties?
PI: Of courseI would. I certainlywouldn'tcalla whalea fish,a
radioa noisybox (asaboriginesmay do), andI am not upsetwhen a
physicistrefersto glassas a liquid. Progressindeedreplacesnaive
classification,that is, by theory-generated
classification
by theoretical
or if you like, explanation-generated)
classification.
(proof-generated,
the
and
to
both
have
Conjectures concepts
passthrough purgatoryof

and naive conceptsare superproofs and refutations. Naive conjectures
or
sededby improvedconjectures
(theorems)and concepts(proof-generated
theoreticalconcepts)growing out of the methodof proofsand refutations.

And as theoreticalideasand conceptssupersedenaiveideasand connaivelanguage.2
cepts,theoreticallanguagesupersedes

Part III, p. 244, footnote I.
is interestingto follow the gradualchangesfrom the rathernaive classification
of polyhedrato the highly theoreticalone. The first naive classificationwhich covers
not only simple polyhedra comes from Lhuilier: a classificationaccording to the
number of cavities,tunnelsand ' innerpolygons' (see p. 310, footnote I).
(a) Cavities. Euler's first proof and, incidentally, Lhuilier's own ([1812-13],
pp. 174-177), restedon the decomposition of the solid,either by cutting off its corners
one by one, or by decomposing it into pyramidsfrom one or more points in the inside.
Cauchy's proof-idea however-Lhuilier did not know about it-rested on the
decomposition of the polyhedral surface. When the theory of polyhedral surfaces
finally supersededthe theory of polyhedralsolids, cavitiesbecame uninteresting: one
'
'polyhedron with cavities turns into a whole class of polyhedra. Thus our old
monster-barringDefinition2 (Part I, p. 16) became a proof-generated, theoretical
definition, and the taxonomical concept of 'cavity' disappearedfrom the mainstream of growth.
(b) Tunnels. Already Listing pointed to the unsatisfactorinessof this concept (see
The replacement came not from any 'explication' of the
footnote
310,
p.
I).
'vague' concept of tunnel, as a Carnapianmight be tempted to expect, but from
of
trying to prove and refuteLhuilier'snaive conjectureabout the Euler-characteristic
of
the
of
this
In
the
course
tunnels.
with
concept
polyhedron
process
polyhedra
with n tunnels disappearedand proof-generated' multiply-connectedness' (what we
called ' n-spheroidness') took its place. In some paperswe find the naive term retainedfor the new proof-generatedconcept: Hoppe definesthe number of' tunnels'
1 See
2 It
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OMEGA:In the end we shall arrivefrom naive, accidental,merely
nominal classificationto the final true, real, classification,to perfect
language! x

revisited
(c) Logicalandheuristicrefutations
PI: Let me take up again some of the issueswhich have arisenin
connection with deductive guessing. Firstlet us take the problem of
heuristic versus logical counterexamplesas raised in the discussion
between Alpha and Theta.
My expositionhas shown, I think, that even the so-called ' logical'
counterexampleswere heuristic. In the originallyintendedinterpretation there is no inconsistencybetween
(a) All polyhedraare Eulerian
and
(b) The pictureframeis not Eulerian.
If we keep to the tacit semanticalrules of our original language our
counterexamples are not counterexamples. They are turned into
logical counterexamplesonly by changing the rulesof the languageby
concept-stretching.
by the number of cuts that leave the polyhedron connected ([1879], p. Ioz). For
Ernst Steinitz the concept of tunnel is alreadyso theory-impregnatedthat he is unable
to find any 'essential' differencebetween Lhuilier'snaive classificationaccordingto
the number of tunnels and the proof-generatedclassificationaccording to multiplyconnectedness; therefore he regardsListing's criticism of Lhuilier'sclassificationas
'largely unjustified' ([1914-3I], p. 22).
(c) ' Innerpolygons'. This naive concept too was soon replaced, first by ringshaped, then by multiply-connected,faces (also cf. p. 310, footnote I), (replaced,not
' explicated', for ' ring-shapedface ' is surelynot an explicationof' inner polygon ').
When, however, the theory of polyhedralsurfaceswas supersededon the one hand by
the topological theory of surfaces, and on the other hand by graph-theory, the
problem of how multiply-connected faces influence the Euler-characteristicof a
polyhedron lost all its interest.
Thus, out of the three key concepts of the first naive classification,only one was
left', and even that in a hardly recognisableform-the generalisedEuler formula
was, for the moment, reduced to V-E+F=
2-2n. (For further developments
cf. p. 329, footnote I.)
1 As far as naive classificationis concerned,nominalistsare close to the truth when
claiming that the only thing that polyhedra (or, to use Wittgenstein's favourite
example, games) have in common is their name. But after a few centuriesof proofs
and refutations,as the theory of polyhedra (or, say, the theory of games) develops,
and theoreticalclassificationreplacesnaive classification,the balancechangesin favour
of the realist. The problem of universalsought to be reconsideredin view of the
fact that, as knowledge grows, languageschange.
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GAMMA:
Do you meanthatallinterestingrefutations
areheuristic?
You
cannot
separaterefutationsand proofson the
PI: Exactly.
one handandchangesin theconceptual,taxonomical,linguisticframe' is presented,
work on the other. Usually,when a ' counterexample
have
a
choice:
either
refuse
to
bother
with
since
it is not a
it,
you
you
at
all
in
counterexample
your given languageL,, or you agree to
and acceptthe counterchangeyour languageby concept-stretching
in
new
L
.
.
.
example your
language
ZETA:. . . andexplainit in L,!
PI: Accordingto traditionalstaticrationalityyou would have to
makethe firstchoice. Scienceteachesyou to makethe second.
GAMMA:
Thatis, we may havetwo statementsthatareconsistent
in L,, butwe switchto L2in whichtheyareinconsistent. Or,we may
havetwo statements
thatareinconsistent
in L,, butwe switchto L2in
which they areconsistent. As knowledgegrows,languageschange.
'Every periodof creationis at the sametime a periodin which the
languagechanges." The growthof knowledgecannotbe modelled
in any givenlanguage.
PI: Thatis right. Heuristicis concernedwithlanguage-dynamics,
whilelogic is concernedwith language-statics.
versusnaiveconcept-stretching.
Continuous
versuscritical
(d) Theoretical
growth
GAMMA:You promisedto come backto the questionwhetheror
not deductiveguessingoffersus a continuouspatternof the growthof
knowledge.
formswhichthis
PI: Letme firstsketchsomeof the manyhistorical
can
heuristic
take.
pattern
Thefirst mainpatternis when naive concept-stretching
outstrips
ournaive
theoryby farandproducesa vastchaosof counterexamples:
1 Filix

[1957], p. Io. According to logical positivists,the exclusivetask of philo'
sophy is to construct formalised' languagesin which artificiallycongealed statesof
science are expressed (see our quotation from Carnap in Part I, p. 2). But such
investigationsscarcelyget under way before the rapid growth of science discardsthe
old 'language system '. Science teaches us not to respect any given conceptuallinguistic framework lest it should turn into a conceptual prison-language analysts
have a vested interest in at least slowing down this process, in order to justify their
linguistic therapeutics,that is, to show that they have an all-importantfeedback to,
and value for, science, that they are not degenerating into 'fairly dried-up pettyfoggery' (Einstein[i953]). Similar criticismsof logical positivism have been made
by Popper: see e.g. his [1934], p. 128, footnote *3.
324
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concepts are loosened but no theoretical concepts replace them. In
this case deductive guessing may catch up-piecemeal-with the
backlog of counterexamples. This is, if you like, a continuous
' generalising' pattern-but do not forget that it startswith refutations,
that its continuity is the piecemealexplanationby a growing theory of
the heuristicrefutationsof its first version.
GAMMA: Or, 'continuous' growth only indicatesthat refutations
are miles ahead!
PI: That is right. But it may happenthat each single refutationor
followed by an expansionof
expansionof naive conceptsis immediately
the theory (and theoretical concepts) which explains the counterexample; 'continuity' then gives place to an exciting alternationof
concept-stretchingrefutations and ever more powerful theories, of
naiveconcept-stretching
and explanatorytheoretical
concept-stretching.
SIGMA: Two accidentalhistoricalvariationson the same heuristic
theme!
PI: Well, there is not really much differencebetween them. In
both of them the power of the theorylies in its capacityto explain its
in thecourseof itsgrowth. But thereis a secondmainpatternof
refutations
deductive guessing. . .
SIGMA: Yet anotheraccidentalvariation?
PI: Yes, if you like. In this variationhowever the growing theory
not only explainsbut producesits refutations.
SJGMA: What?

PI: In this case theoretical growth overtakes-and, indeed,
eliminates-naive concept-stretching. For example, one startswith,
say, Cauchy'stheorem, without a single counterexampleon the horizon. Then one tests the theorem by transformingthe polyhedron in
all possible ways: cutting it into two, cutting off pyramidalcorners,
Some of these testbending it, distorting it, pumping it up. ....
ideas will lead to proof-ideas1 (by arrivingat something known to be
true and then turning back, that is, by following the Pappiananalysissynthesis pattern), but some-like Zeta's ' double-pasting test '-will
lead us, not back to something alreadyknown, but to real novelty, to
some heuristicrefutationof the tested proposition-not by extendinga
naive concept,but by extendingthe theoretical
framework. This sort of
refutationis self-explanatory. . .
1 P6lyadiscriminates
between'simple' and ' severe' tests. 'Severe' testsmay
'
the
first
hint
of
a
give
proof' ([19541,Vol. I, pp. 34-40).
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IOTA:How dialectical! Tests turning into proofs, counterexamplesthatbecomeexamplesby thevery methodof theirconstruction. ....

PI: Why dialectical?The test of one propositionturnsinto the
of the firstinto
proofof another,
deeperproposition,counterexamples
of
call
the
second. Why
confusiondialectic? But let me
examples
comebackto my point: I do not thinkthatmy secondmainpatternof
deductiveguessingcould be regarded-asAlphawould have it-as
continuousgrowthof knowledge.
ALPHA: Of courseit can. Compareour methodwith Omega's
ideaof replacingone proof-ideawith a radicallydifferent,deeperone.
Both methodsincreasecontent,but while in Omega'smethodone
in a narrowdomain
replaces
operationsof the proofthatareapplicable
a
which
are
in
by operations
applicable widerdomain,or, moreradically, replacesthe whole proof by one that is applicablein a wider
the givenproofby addingoperadomain-deductiveguessingextends
tionswhichwidenits applicability.Is thisnot continuity?
SIGMA: Thatis right! We deducefrom the theorema chainof
everwidertheorems! Fromthe specialcaseevermoregeneralcases!
Generalisation
by deduction!'1
But
full
of counterexamples,
once you recognisethat any
PI:
increaseof content,any deeperproof follows or generatesheuristic
refutations
of the previouspoorertheorems.. . .
ALPHA: Theta expanded'counterexample'to cover heuristic
counterexamples.You now expandit to cover heuristiccounterexamplesthat never actuallyexist. Your claim that your 'second
is basedon the expansionof the
pattern'is full of counterexamples
of
with zero life-time,
to
concept counterexample counterexamples
whose discoverycoincideswith theirexplanation! But why should
allintellectual
contentin a unified
activity,everystruggleforincreased
theoreticalframework,be 'critical'? Your dogmatic'criticalattitude' is obscuringthe issue!
TEACHER: The issuebetweenyou andPi is certainlyobscure-for
your 'continuousgrowth' and Pi's 'critical growth' are perfectly
consistent. I am moreinterested
in the limitations,
if any,of deductive
guessing,or ' continuouscriticism'.
1 In informal
logic thereis nothingwrongwith the 'fact, so usualin mathematics
and still so surprisingto the beginner,or to the philosopherwho takeshimselffor
advanced,that the generalcasecan be logicallyequivalentto a specialcase' (P61lya
[1954],Vol. I, p. 17). Also cf. Poincard[1902], pp. 31-33.
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versusnaiverefutations
(e) The limitsof the increasein content. Theoretical
PI: I think that sooner or later 'continuous' growth is bound to
reach a dead-end, a saturation
pointof the theory.
GAMMA:But surely I can always stretchsome of the concepts!
PI: Of course. Naive concept-stretching may go on-but
theoretical
concept-stretchinghaslimits! Refutationsby naive conceptstretching are only gadflies that prod us to catch up by theoretical
concept-stretching. So there are two sorts of refutations. We

stumble
on the firstsortby coincidenceor good fortune,or by an arbitrary expansionof some concept. They are like miracles,their
'anomalous'behaviouris unexplained;we acceptthem as bonafide
counterexamples
only becausewe are used to acceptingconceptorfreaks.
stretchingcriticism.I shallcall thesenaivecounterexamples
theseareeitheroriginally
Thentherearethe theoretical
counterexamples:
or,
they arefreakswhich
producedby proof-stretching alternatively,
arereachedby stretchedproofs,explainedby them,andtherebyraised
to the statusof theoretical
counterexamples.Freakshaveto be looked
uponwithgreatsuspicion:theymaynot be genuinecounter-examples,
but instancesof a quite differenttheory-if not outrightmistakes.
SIGMA:But what shallwe do when we get stuck? When we
into theoreticalones by
cannot turn our naive counterexamples
expandingour originalproof?
PI: We mayprobeagainandagainwhetheror not ourtheorystill
hassomehiddencapacityfor growth. Sometimes,however,we have
good reasonto give up. Forinstance,as Thetarightlypointedout, if
our deductiveguessingstartsfrom a vertexwe cannotvery well ever
expectit to explainthe vertexlesscylinder.
ALPHA: So afterall, the cylinderwasnot a monster,but a freak!
THETA: But freaksshouldnot be playeddown! They are the
realrefutations:they cannotbe fitted into a patternof continuous
'generalisations',and may actuallyforce us to revolutioniseour
theoreticalframework ....
1

Cayley [1861] and Listing [1861] took the stretchingof the basic concepts of the
theory of polyhedra seriously. Cayley defined edgeas ' the path from a summit to
itself, or to any other summit ' but allowed edges to degenerateinto vertexlessclosed
curves,which he called' contours' (p. 426). Listinghad one term for edges, whether
with two, one, or no vertices: 'lines' (p. 1o4). Both realised that a completely
new theory was needed to explain the 'freaks' which they naturalisedwith their
liberal conceptualframework-Cayley invented the ' Theoryof Partitionsof a Close',
Listing, one of the great pioneers of modern topology, the ' Censusof SpatialComplexes'.
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Good! One may get to a relativesaturation
OMEGA:
pointof a
chain
of
deductive
a revoluthen
one
finds
guessing-but
particular
that
has
more
new,
tionary,
deeperproof-idea
explanatorypower.
At the end one still gets to a final proof-without limit, without
saturation
point,withoutfreaksto refuteit!
A singleunifiedtheoryto explainall the phenomena
What?
PI:
of the universe? Never! Sooneror laterwe shallapproachsomesaturation
thinglike an absolute
point.
I don'treallymindwhetherwe do or not. If a counterGAMMA:
examplecanbe explainedby a cheap,trivialextensionof the proof,I
would alreadyregardit as a freak. I repeat: I reallydo not see any
point in generalising'polyhedron' to includea polyhedronwith
cavities: this is not one polyhedron,but a classof polyhedra. I
would also forgetabout'multiply-connected
faces'-why not draw
the missingdiagonals? As to the generalisation
that includestwinI
would
reach
for
it
serves
for makingup
tetrahedra,
my gun: only
complicated,pretentiousformulasfor nothing.
RHO:At lastyou rediscovermy methodof monster-adjustment
!1
It relievesyou of shallowgeneralisation.Omega shouldnot have
called content ' depth'; not everyincreasein contentis alsoan increasein
depth: think of (6) and (7) ! 2
1 See Part II, pp. 127-130 and pp. 135-136

2
Quite a few mathematicianscannot distinguishthe trivial from the non-trivial.
This is especiallyawkward when a lack of feeling for relevanceis coupled with the
illusion that one can constructa perfectlycompleteformula that covers all conceivable
cases (cf. p. 310, footnote 2). Such mathematiciansmay work for years on the
' ultimate' generalisationof a formula, and end up by extending it with a few trivial
corrections. The excellent mathematician,J. C. Becker, provides an amusing
example: after many years' work he produced the formula V-E+F=
4-2-l+q
where n is the number of cuts that is needed to divide the polyhedral surfaceinto
simply-connectedsurfacesfor which V-E+F=
I, and q is the number of diagonals
that one has to add to reduce all the faces to simply-connected ones ([1869], p. 72).
He was very proud of his achievement,which-he claimed-shed 'completely new
''
light ', and even ' brought to a conclusion a subjectin which people like Descartes,
Euler, Cauchy, Gergonne, Legendre, Grunert,and von Staudt, took interest' before
him (p. 65). But three names were missing fiom his reading list: Lhuilier,Jordan
and Listing. When he was told about Lhuilier, he published a sad note, admitting
that Lhuilier knew all this more than fifty years before. As for Jordan, he was not
interested in ring-shaped faces, but happened to take an interest in open polyhedra
with boundaries,so that in his formula m, the number of boundaries,figures in addition to n ([I866a], p. 86). So Becker-in a new paper [I869a]-combined Lhuilier's
andJordan'sformulasinto V-E+F=
2--2n+q+m (p. 343). But in his embarrassment he was too hasty, and had not digested Listing's long paper. So he sadly
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ALPHA: So you would stop at (5) in my series?
GAMMA: Yes. (6) and (7) are not growth, but degeneration!

and explainsome
Insteadof going on to (6) and (7), I would ratherfinmd
excitingnew counterexample!1
ALPHA: You may be right afterall.

But who decideswhereto
a
is
matter
of
taste.
stop? Depth only
GAMMA:
Why not have mathematicalcriticsjust as you have
literarycritics,to develop mathematicaltaste by public criticism?
We may even stemthe tide of pretentioustrivialitiesin mathematical
literature.2
SIGMA:If you stopat (5) andturnthe theoryof polyhedrainto a
theoryof triangulated
sphereswith n handles,how canyou, if theneed
arises,dealwith trivialanomalieslike thoseexplainedin (6) and(7)?

Mu: Child'splay!

Right. Thenwe stopat (5) for the moment. Butcanwe
stop? Concept-stretchingmay refute (5)! We may ignore the
thatshowsup the
stretchingof a conceptif it yieldsa counterexample
if
of
the
of
the
content
our
theorem.
But
stretchingyieldsa
poverty
that
shows
its
counterexample
up plain falsehood,what then? We
Rule4 or Rule5 to explain
mayrefuseto applyourcontent-increasing
a freak,but we haveto applyour content-preserving
Rule2 to ward
off refutationby a freak.
THETA:

concluded his [I869a] with 'Listing's generalisationis still wider'. (By the way, he
later tried to extend his formula also to star-polyhedra([1874]; cf. Part II, p. 128,
footnote 2.)
1 Some
people may entertainphilistine ideas about a law of diminishingreturnsin
refutations. Gamma, for one, certainly does not. We shall not discuss one-sided
polyhedra (Mbbius, [1865]) or n-dimensionalpolyhedra (Schlifli, [1852]). These
would confirm Gamma's expectation that totally unexpected concept-stretching
refutationsmay always give the whole theory a new-possibly revolutionary-push.
2
P6lya points out that shallow, cheap, generalisationis 'more fashionablenowadays than it was formerly. It dilutes a little idea with a big terminology. The
author usually prefersto take even that little idea from somebody else, refrainsfrom
adding any original observation, and avoids solving any problem except a few
problems arising from the difficultiesof his own terminology. It would be very
easy to quote examples, but I don't want to antagonizepeople '([1954], Vol. I, p. 30).
Another of the greatest mathematiciansof our century, John von Neumann, also
warned against this 'danger of degeneration', but thought it would not be so bad
'if the disciplineis under the influence of men with an exceptionally well-developed
taste' ([1947], p. 196). One wonders, though, whether the 'influence of men with
an exceptionally well-developed taste' will be enough to save mathematicsin our
'publish or perish' age.
329
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GAMMA: That is it!

We may dismiss cheap 'generalisations',
'
but we can hardly dismiss cheap ' refutations.
SIGMA:Why not build up a monster-barringdefinition of' polyhedron ', adding a new clausefor each freak?
THETA:In both cases our old nightmare, vicious infinity, is back
again.
ALPHA: While you are increasingcontent, you develop ideas, do
mathematics; after it you clarify concepts, do linguistics. Why not
stop altogetherwhen one stopsincreasingcontent? Why be trappedin
vicious infinities?
Mu: Not mathematicsversuslinguisticsagain! Knowledge never
profits from such disputes.
GAMMA: The term 'never' soon turns into 'soon'.
I am all for
taking up our old discussionagain.
Mu: But we alreadyended up in a deadlock! Or does anybody
have anything new to say?
KAPPA: I thinkI have.
TruthintoLogicalTruth
9 How CriticismmayturnMathematical
(a) Unlimitedconcept-stretching
destroysmeaningand truth
KAPPA: Alpha alreadysaid that our 'old method' leads to vicious
infinity.1 Gamma and Lambda answered with the hope that the
streamof refutationsmight peter out: 2 but now that we understand
the mechanismof refutationalsuccess-concept-stretching-we know
that theirswas a vain hope. For any propositionthere is always some
sufficientlynarrow interpretationof its terms, such that it turns out
true, and some sufficientlywide interpretationsuch that it turns out
false. Which interpretation is intended and which unintended
dependsof course on our intentions. The first interpretationmay be
calledthe dogmatist,
the second
verificationist
orjustificationist
interpretation,
the sceptical,criticalor refutationist
interpretation.Alpha called the first
a conventionaliststratagem3-but now we see that the second is one
too. You all ridiculedDelta's dogmatist interpretationsof the naive
conjecture4 and then Alpha'sdogmatistinterpretationof the theorem.5
But concept-stretchingwill refute any statement, and will leave no
true statementwhatsoever.
1

2 SeePart
III, p. 233
in
fact
did
not
use
this
term
3 Alpha
Popperian
explicitly; see Part I, p. 23.
4 See Part I ?4,(b)
5 See Part III, ?5

SeePartIII, p. 232
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Wait. True,we stretched'polyhedron'-then tore it
GAMMA:

up and threw it away: as Pi pointed out, the naive concept ' polyhedron' does not figure in the theorem any more.
KAPPA: But then you will startstretchinga term in the theorema theoreticalterm, won't you? You yourself chose to stretch' simply-

connectedface' to includethe circleand thejacketof the cylinder.'
You impliedthatit was a matterof intellectualhonestyto stickone's
statusof refutability,
i.e. to make
neckout, to achievethe respectable
the refutationistinterpretationpossible. But becauseof conceptmeansrefutation. So you slideontotheinfinite
stretching,refutability
theorem
each
and replacingit by a more 'rigorous'
slope, refuting
has not been 'exposed' yet! But
falsehood
whose
one
one-by
out
never
you
get offalsehood.
SIGMA: What if we stop at a certainpoint, adoptjustificationist
and don't budge eitherfrom the truth or from the
interpretations,
linguisticformin whichthattruthwas expressed?
particular
counterKAPPA: Thenyou will haveto wardoffconcept-stretching
definitions. Thusyou will slideon to
exampleswith monster-barring
anotherinfiniteslope: you will be forcedto admitof each' particular
linguisticform' of your truetheoremthatit was not preciseenough,
andyou will be forcedto incorporatein it moreandmore' rigorous
definitionscouchedin termswhose vaguenesshas not been exposed
yet! But youneverget outof vagueness.
THETA[aside]:Whatis wrong with a heuristicwherevaguenessis
the pricewe pay for growth?
truthsdo not
ALPHA: I told you: preciseconceptsandunshakable
dwellin language,but only in thought!
GAMMA: Let me challengeyou, Kappa. Take the theoremas it
stood,afterwe took accountof the cylinder: ' Forall simpleobjects
facessuchthatthe edgesof the facesterminate
with simply-connected
in verticesV-E+ F = 2.' How wouldyou refutethisby themethod
of concept-stretching?
KAPPA: FirstI go back to the definingtermsand spell out the
propositionin full. Then I decidewhich conceptto stretch. For
onto a planeafterhavinghad
instance,' simple'standsfor' stretchable
a face removed'. I shall stretch'stretching'. Take the already
discussedtwin-tetrahedra-thepairwith an edgein common(Fig.6a).
It is simple,its facesaresimply-connected,
but V-E+ F= 3. So our
theorem is false.

1

See PartIII,pp. 221-225
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GAMMA:
But thistwin-tetrahedron
is notsimple!
KAPPA:Of courseit is simple. Removinganyface,I canstretchit
on to a plane. I just have to be careful,when I get to the critical
edge, that I do not tear anythingthere when opening the second
tetrahedron
alongthatedge.
GAMMA:But thisis not stretching! You tear--orsplit--theedge
into two edges! You certainlycannot map one point onto two:
is a bicontinuous
one-onemapping!
stretching
KAPPA:
am
afraidthisnarrow,dogmatistinterpretation
Def.9? I
of' stretching'doesnot appealto my commonsense. For instance,

(a)

(b)
FIG.24

I canwell imaginestretchinga square(Fig.24a)intotwo nestedsquares
by stretchingthe boundarylines (Fig. 24b). Would you call this
stretcha tearor a split,just becauseit is not a ' bicontinuousone-one
mapping'? By the way, I wonderwhy you didnot definestretching
as a transformation
thatleavesV, E and F unaltered,and have done
with it?
GAMMA: Right,you win again. I eitherhave to agreeto your
refutationist
of' stretching'and expandmy proof, or
interpretation
find a deeperone, or incorporatea lemma--orI have to introducea
new monsterbarring
definition. Yet in any of these casesI shall
make
always
my definingtermsclearerand clearer. Why shouldI
not arriveat a pointwherethe meaningsof the termswill be so crystal
clearthattherewill onlybe one singleinterpretation,
asis the casewith
2+2 = 4? Thereis nothingelasticaboutthe meaningof theseterms
andnothingrefutableaboutthe truthof thisproposition,whichshines
for everin the naturallight of reason.
KAPPA:Dimlight!
GAMMA:

if you can.
Stretch,

KAPPA:Butthisis child'splay! Incertaincasestwo andtwo make
five. Supposewe askfor the deliveryof two articleseachweighing
two pounds; they aredeliveredin a box weighingone pound; then
in thispackagetwo poundsandtwo poundswill makefive pounds!
332
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GAMMA: But you get five pounds by adding threeweights, 2 and
2 and I!

KAPPA: True, our operation ' 2 and 2 make 5' is not an addition
in the originally intended sense. But we can make the result hold
true by a simple stretching of the meaning of addition. Naive
addition is a very special case of packing where the weight of the
covering material is zero. We have to build this lemma into the
conjectureas a condition: our improved conjecturewill be : '2+2 =
4 for " weightless" addition'. The whole story of algebra is a
seriesof such concept- and proof-stretchings.
GAMMA: I think you take 'stretching' a bit far. Next time you
will interpret' plus' as ' times' and considerit a refutation! Or you
will interpret'all' as 'no' in 'All polyhedra are polyhedra'! You
stretch the concept of concept-stretching! We have to demarcate
refutationby rationalstretching
from' refutation' by irrational
stretching.
We cannot allow you to stretchany term you likejust as you like.
We must pin down the concept of counterexamplein crystal-clear
terms!
DELTA: Even Gamma has turned into a monsterbarrer:now he
wants a monsterbarringdefinition of concept-stretchingrefutation.
2
Rationality,afterall, dependson inelastic,exact,concepts!
KAPPA: But there are no such concepts! Why not acceptthat our
ourabilityto prove is nil?
abilityto specifywhat we meanis nil, therefore
If you want mathematicsto be meaningful, you must resign of certainty. If you want certainty,get rid of meaning. You cannot have
both. Gibberishis safe from refutations,meaningfulpropositionsare
refutableby concept-stretching.
GAMMA: Then your last statementscan also be refuted-and you
know it. ' Scepticsarenot a sect of people who arepersuadedof what
they say, but a sect of liars.'3
KAPPA: Swear-words: the last resortof reason!

truth into logical
(b) Mitigatedconcept-stretching
may turn mathematical
truth
THETA: I think Gamma is right about the need for demarcating
rational from irrational concept-stretching. For concept-stretching

1 Cf. Filix [1957], P. 9
Gamma's demand for a crystal-cleardefinition of ' counterexample' amounts
to a demand for crystal-clear,inelastic concepts in the metalanguageas a condition
2

of rational discussion.

3 Arnauld [1724], pp. xx-xxi
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hascome a long way, andhaschangedfrom a mild,rationalactivity
to a radical,irrationalone.
exclusivelyon theslightstretching
Originally,criticismconcentrates
It
has
to
be
of oneparticular
slight,so thatwe do not noticeit;
concept.
if itsreal-stretching-naturewerediscovered,
it mightnot be accepted
as legitimatecriticism. It concentrates
on oneparticular
concept,as in
the case of our ratherunsophisticated
universalpropositions:'All
A's areB's'. Criticismthen meansfindinga slightlystretchedA (in
our casepolyhedron)
thatis not B (in our caseEulerian).
But Kappasharpenedthis in two directions. First, to submit
morethanoneconstituentof the propositionunderattackto conceptfrom a
stretchingcriticism. Second, to turn concept-stretching
rather
into
of the
and
modest
surreptitious
activity
opendeformation
of' all' into ' no '. Hereanymeaningful
concept,likethe deformation
translation
of the termsunderattackthatrendersthe theoremfalseis
cannotbe
acceptedas refutation. I would thensay thatif a proposition
is
.
.
it
truewith
with
to
the
then
constituents
a, b, .,
refuted respect
logically
to theseconstituents.'Sucha propositionis the end-resultof a
respect
long critical-speculative
processin the courseof which the meaningto the remainingterms
load of some termsis completelytransferred
andto the formof the theorem.
whichare
Now all thatKappasaysis thatthereareno propositions
But
to
all
their
true
with
constituents.
there
maybe
respect
logically
so
that
the
to
some
true
with
constituents,
logically propositions respect
streamof refutationscan only be openedup againif new stretchable
constituentsare added. If we go the whole hog, we end up in
irrationalism-butwe need not. Now where shouldwe draw the
borderline?We may very well allow concept-stretching
only for a
the
become
subset
of
constituents
which
primetargets
distinguished
of criticism. Logicaltruthwill not dependon theirmeaning.
SIGMA: So after all we took Kappa'spoint: we made truth
independentof the meaningof at leastsomeof the terms!
THETA:

That is right. But if we want to defeatKappa'sscepticism,

and escapehis viciousinfinities,we certainlyhave to stop conceptstretchingat the point where it ceasesto be a tool of growth and
becomesa tool of destruction:we may have to find out which are
1 This is a slightlyparaphrased
versionof Bolzano'sdefinitionof logicaltruth

([1837], ? 147). Why Bolzano,in the 1830's, proposedhis definition,is a puzzling

theconceptof model,oneof thegreatest
question,especiallysincehisworkanticipates
mathematical
innovationsin nineteenth-century
philosophy.
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those termswhose meaningcan be stretchedonly at the cost of destroying the basic principlesof rationality.'
KAPPA: Can we stretch the concepts in your theory of critical
rationality? Or will that be manifestly true, formulated in unstretchable,exact terms which do not need to be defmed? Will your
theory of criticism end in a 'retreat to commitment': is everything
criticisableexcept for your theory of criticism, your ' metatheory'?2
OMEGA [toEpsilon]: I do not like this shift from Truth to rationality. Whoserationality? I sense conventionalistinfiltration.
BETA: What are you talking about? I understandTheta's 'mild
pattern' of concept-stretching. I also understand that conceptstretchingmay attackmore than one term: we saw this when Kappa
stretched'stretching' or when Gammastretched' all'....
SIGMA: Surely Gamma stretched 'simply-connected'!
BETA: But no. 'Simply-connected' is an abbreviation--he only

stretchedthe term 'all' that occurredamong the defimingterms.3
THETA: Come backto the point. You areunhappyabout' open ',
radicalconcept-stretching?
1
mathematical
criticismstretchedmoreand more concepts,
Nineteenth-century
and shiftedthe meaning-loadof more and more termsonto the logical
formof the
In the
of
unstretched
terms.
onto
the
the
few
and
meaning
(as yet)
propositions
linebetweenunstretch1930'sthisprocessseemedto slow downandthedemarcation
able(' logical') termsandstretchable
(' descriptive
') termsseemedto becomestable.
A list,containinga smallnumberof logicaltermscameto be widelyagreedupon,so
thata generaldefinitionof logicaltruthbecamepossible;logicaltruthwasno longer
'with respectto ' anadhoclistof constituents.(Cf.Tarski[1935].) Tarskiwashowandwonderedwhether,afterall,he wouldhave
everpuzzledaboutthisdemarcation
and consequently,of logical
to returnto a relativisedconceptof counterexample,
truth(p.42o)-like Bolzano's,of which,by theway,Tarskididnotknow. Themost
interestingresultin thisdirectionwas Popper's[1947-48]fromwhichit followsthat
one cannotgive up furtherlogicalconstantswithoutgivingup somebasicprinciples
of rationaldiscussion.
2 ' Retreatto commitment'is Bartley'sexpression[1962]. He investigatesthe
is possiblemainlywith
problemof whethera rationaldefenceof criticalrationalism
are very much the same
knowledge-but the problem-patterns
respectto religious
with respectto mathematical
knowledge.
3 SeePartIII,pp. 221-225. Gammadid,in fact,wantto removesomemeaningloadfrom' all', so thatit no longerappliedonlyto non-emptyclasses. The modest
stretchingof' all' by removing'existentialimport' from its meaningandthereby
setwasan important
turningthe emptysetfroma monsterinto an ordinarybourgeois
of
event--connectednot only with the Boolean set-theoreticalre-interpretation
Aristotelian
logic, but alsowith the emergenceof the conceptof vacuoussatisfaction
discussion.
in mathematical
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BETA:Yes. Nobody would acceptthis last brandas genuine

refutation! I quite see that the mild concept-stretching trend of

heuristiccriticismthat Pi uncoveredis a most importantvehicle of
will never accept this
mathematicalgrowth. But mathematicians
form
of
wild
refutation!
last,
TEACHER:
You are wrong, Beta. They didacceptit, and their
acceptancewas a turningpoint in the historyof mathematics. This
in mathematical
revolution
criticism
changedthe conceptof mathematical
thepatternsof
mathematical
the
standards
truth,changed
of
proof changed
1
for the time
But
let
our
mathematical
now
us
close
discussion
growth!
being: we shalldiscussthisnew stagesomeothertime.
But thennothingis settled. We can'tstopnow.
SIGMA:
I sympathise. This latest stage will have important
TEACHER:
feed-backsto our discussion.2But a scientificinquiry'begins and
endswith problems'.3 [Leavestheclassroom].
BETA:But I hadno problemsat the beginning! Andnow I have
nothingbutproblems!
(Concluded)
LondonSchoolof Economics
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PartI
p. 2, last line:
Insteadof ' Part III' read' Part IV'
p. 24, last line of the main text:
Insteadof' very small corner.' read' very small corner.2'
PartII
p. 134, last line but one:
Insteadof' [1927]' read' [1925]'
p. 137, last line but one:
Insteadof' [I95I] ' read' [1941]'
PartIII
p. 222, eighth line from the top:
Insteadof' V-E+F=o ' read' V-E+F=I '
p. 225, third line of the footnote:
Insteadof' [1806-27] ' read' [1826-27] '
p. 231, sixth line from the top:
Insteadof' suitable' read' suitably'
p. 231, first line of the footnotes:
Insteadof' p. 214' read'p. 216'
second line of the footnotes:
p.
21•.,
Instead
of ' [c. 195]' read' [c. 190]'
p.234, first two lines of the footnote:
Insteadof' Pascal [I654), 432 ' read' Pascal [1654]. Cf. Oeuvrescompldtesde Pascal, texte
itabli et annotdparJacquesChevalier,Paris, 1954, pp. 1206-7.'
p. 234, second line from the top:
Insteadof' criticismand logic?'' read' criticismand logic?'
p. 235, fourth line from the bottom:
Insteadof" ' Certaintyis never achieved'" read" ' Certainty' is never achieved"
p. 237, twenty-firstline from the top:
Insteadof' Gamma' read' Omega'
p. 244, first line of the footnotes:
Insteadof' [oo900]'read ' [1899]'
p. 244, third footnote, eighteenth line from the bottom:
Insteadof' [175I]) ' read' ([I858]) '
p. 245, tenth line from the top:
Insteadof ' Beta's ' read' Zeta's'
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